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HanGrawler: Large-Payload and High-Speed
Ceiling Mobile Robot Using Crawler
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Abstract—In this article, we present a ceiling-mounted mobile
robot, HanGrawler, with high-speed mobility and the ability to
freely select and adjust its route under a ceiling plate. HanGrawler
hangs from the holes of a perforated metal ceiling plate using
newly developed mechanically constrained hanging mechanisms
mounted on crawler-type traveling equipment. These mechanisms
continuously grasp the ceiling holes while moving in a straight
line. Specially designed turntables are installed at certain ceiling
points to change the HanGrawler movement direction to facilitate
two-dimensional motion. A performance evaluation experiment
confirms that HanGrawler can travel linearly at 0.1 m/s, turn at
an 8.5◦/s rotational speed, and carry a maximum load of 60 kg. The
experiment also reveals that HanGrawler can carry a heavy load
only when the timings of the hanging mechanism hooking motions
and turntable rotational speed are tuned. This transport system
can be utilized not only for part transportation on production lines
but also for logistics in general.

Index Terms—Ceiling mobile robot, logistics, mechanical
hanging mechanism design, perforated metal.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTOMATIC guided vehicles (AGVs) are utilized at pro-
duction sites [1], [2]. AGV transport routes can be changed

easily and these vehicles are suitable for use in factories produc-
ing small quantities of various models. However, AGV transport
routes interfere with worker and production facility spaces;
this can be avoided and greater transport route freedom can
be achieved by establishing AGV motion on the ceilings. At
present, AGV ceiling movement requires a rail, while transport
route adjustment necessitates rail replacement. Such AGVs are
unsuitable for automobile assembly factories, etc., in which
production lines are changed frequently.
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There are two approaches to route adjustment for a ceiling-
mounted mobile robot—development of: a) a robot with 2-D
ceiling movement and b) easy rail replacement for a rail-type
robot. Herein, approach a) is discussed, because the operation
suspension period during route adjustment can be reduced. To
date, 2-D-motion ceiling-mobile and wall-climbing robots have
been investigated for application to disaster relief and cleaning.
Five ceiling- and wall-attachment methods have been consid-
ered, using the following:

1) vacuum suction [3]–[11];
2) electromagnets [12]–[14];
3) permanent magnets [15]–[20];
4) mechanical constraints [21]–[27];
5) adhesive, van der Waals’, and electrostatic forces

[28]–[33].
In the mechanical-constraint method, attachments are used

for hanging from ceiling holes or wall protrusions. For both the
permanent-magnet and mechanical-constraint techniques, the
attachment force to the ceiling can be increased easily and these
techniques can be used during blackouts. Herein, mechanical
constraint is considered because lighter and more compact at-
tachments can be designed than those that are typically used with
the permanent-magnet approach. The mechanical-constraint
method takes the following three approaches: 1) bionic spine
for flat ceilings and walls [21]–[23]; 2) grabbing mechanism for
protruding structures [24], [25]; and 3) hanging mechanism for
perforated structures [26], [27]. Approach 1) uses legs or wheels
equipped with small spines that can attach to tiny protrusions
on a ceiling or wall. However, this approach is not suitable for
heavy-object transportation because the small spines have low
durability. In approach 2), a robot moves on rails or climbs pro-
trusions fixed to a wall. This approach involves the complicated
installation of ceiling rails or protrusions and cannot realize easy
route adjustment. In approach 3), a robot hangs from the holes
in a perforated ceiling plate using mechanical hanging mecha-
nisms. In previous studies, robots have successfully carried 24-
and 35-kg loads, so this approach is regarded as being the most
suitable for heavy-object transportation.

In our previous work, HangBot [27] was presented. HangBot
mechanically hangs from a perforated metal ceiling plate and
moves in two dimensions. However, HangBot has two separate
body parts and moves intermittently (like an inchworm) at
0.03 m/s, which is critically slower than general conveying ma-
chines. In contrast, Rise-Rover [10], an alternative design using
a high-speed crawler mechanism moves at 0.5 m/s, more than
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Fig. 1. Conceptual sketch of ceiling mobile robot.

ten times faster than HangBot. However, Rise-Rover utilizes
vacuum-suction attachment and, thus, heavy-object transport
across a ceiling is difficult.

In this study, we develop a ceiling mobile robot named
“HanGrawler,” with easy transport route adjustment, 2-D move-
ment, a 50-kg payload, and 0.1-m/s speed using a crawler mecha-
nism. As continuous movement is essential to attain high speed,
a combined mechanical-constraint and continuous-movement
mechanism is employed. The payload conforms to the HEADS
Co. AGV specifications [34]. The transport speed conforms to
the speed of an automobile factory line. That is, when producing
10 000 cars per month, production of one car requires 57.5 s [35].
Assuming 3.5-m automobile body length, 6-m intercar spacing,
and 60-s production time for one car, the line speed of the final
assembly process is 6/60 = 0.1 m/s.

The contributions of this study are a discussion and solution
of the technological problems associated with such a novel
robot. This article is structured as follows. In Section II, the
continuous-movement method and the problems affecting the
selected crawler, hanging, and turning mechanisms are dis-
cussed, along with their solutions. In Section III, the above-
mentioned mechanism designs and HanGrawler implementation
are presented. Section IV describes a performance-evaluation
experiment, in which the target performance is achieved via
the proposed attachment and movement methods. Section V
concludes this article.

II. CRAWLER MECHANISM FOR REALIZING HIGH-SPEED

MOVEMENT UNDER CEILING PLATE

A. Continuous-Movement Method

Fig. 1 is a conceptual sketch of the target ceiling mobile robot
performing parts transportation. Fig. 2 shows the HanGrawler
configuration. Hanging mechanisms for mechanical attachment
to the ceiling plate are mounted on the crawler mechanism, and
HanGrawler achieves continuous movement by locking onto and
releasing from the ceiling plate using the hanging mechanism.

To achieve continuous movement, the robot must use a mech-
anism that achieves both contact and fixing between the hanging
mechanisms and ceiling plate, such as a roller or crawler. If the
hanging mechanisms are mounted on the circumference of a
roller, the adjacent hanging mechanisms cannot lock onto the
holes because there is only one contact point or line (see Fig. 3).
Therefore, multiple rollers are necessary for stable attachment.

Fig. 2. Configuration of HanGrawler ceiling mobile robot.

Fig. 3. Hanging mechanisms on roller can lock onto one ceiling hole only.

However, if multiple rollers are installed, the robot configu-
ration becomes complex, because the robot must synchronize
the rotation of multiple rollers and the hanging-mechanism
locking/release motions. In contrast, for hanging mechanisms
mounted on the circumference of a crawler mechanism, the
robot can lock onto multiple ceiling-plate holes because the
crawler establishes plane contact with the ceiling plate. Thus,
the robot can switch between multiple hanging mechanisms
during movement without synchronizing multiple mechanisms,
because the crawler mechanism is a unitary structure. Thus,
a crawler mechanism was used in this study. To the best of
our knowledge, a ceiling mobile robot combining hanging and
crawler mechanisms has not been reported to date. In the fol-
lowing subsections, the problems and solutions associated with
this combination are discussed. Problems 1 and 3 are derived
from the critical disadvantages of the HangBot for realizing
high-speed and heavy-object transportation. Problem 2 is a new
design assignment for realizing practical and stable crawler
motion. Problem 4 is an inevitable problem of the crawler
mechanism that is suitable for straight motion but unsuitable
for curved motion and rotation.

B. Problem 1: Lock and Release State Switching for
Zero Load on Hanging Mechanism

The ceiling mobile robot moves by repeating the following
two actions: 1) a hanging mechanism is inserted into and locks
onto a ceiling hole and 2) a hanging mechanism is released and
extracted from a ceiling hole. If a large load is applied to a given
hanging mechanism, the force required for locking and release
increases and the actuator for state switching becomes quite
large, preventing high-speed movement. To remove the load
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Fig. 4. Conceptual sketch of support frame.

Fig. 5. Hanging-mechanism trajectory.

from the hanging mechanism during switching, the robot applies
the load to hanging mechanisms other than the switching target.
To realize this behavior, we positioned a support frame between
the ceiling and crawler mechanism, as shown in Fig. 4. The robot
consists of a main frame and a crawler mechanism. The crawler
mechanism operates between the main frame and the support
frame and holds the inserted hanging mechanisms. This support
frame is connected to the main frame, which supports the trans-
port load. The support frame is in contact with rollers installed
on the crawler mechanism. When a load is applied to the robot
(see Fig. 4), the load force line (dashed line) passes through the
rollers immediately below the support frame and the hanging
mechanisms (filled in black) connected to these rollers only.
This means that the load is not applied to the operation target
hanging mechanisms (filled in gray) during switching.

C. Problem 2: Prevention of Interference Between
Trajectories of Hanging Mechanism and Ceiling Hole

There are two hanging-mechanism insertion methods (see
Fig. 5): a) vertical insertion into the ceiling plate and b) insertion
into the ceiling plate along with the sprocket or guide roller. In
method a), a clearance gap between the hanging mechanism
and ceiling hole can be secured easily. The crawler mechanism
can insert the hanging mechanism when the ceiling hole is
wider than the hanging mechanism. However, because the stroke
of the hanging mechanism and the actuator for locking and
release become long, the mechanism becomes bulky and the
time required for insertion and extraction increases. In method
b), the hanging mechanism is inserted by the robot movement.

Fig. 6. Linear mobile robot cannot change travel direction without assistance.

Thus, the hanging mechanism stroke and the actuator for locking
and release become short, and the time required for insertion
and extraction decreases. However, because the radius of the
hanging-mechanism trajectory is slightly larger than that of
the crawler mechanism, and because the clearance gap with the
ceiling hole is small, great care must be taken in the design
phase to avoid interference between the hanging mechanism
and ceiling hole. In this work, method b) was adopted because it
was expected to contribute to robot movement acceleration. In
Section III-A, the trajectory variation of the ceiling-hole edge
(from the hanging mechanism perspective) depending on the
crawler guide structure shape is analyzed, and an appropri-
ate hanging-mechanism insertion trajectory that prevents in-
terference with the ceiling hole and achieves compactness is
presented.

D. Problem 3: High-Speed State Switching of
Hanging Mechanisms

A hanging mechanism locks onto and releases a ceiling
hole under crawler-mechanism driving. If the time required
for switching between lock and release states is long, the
switching time becomes a robot movement bottleneck that
decreases the movement speed. For acceleration, high-speed
hanging-mechanism state switching is necessary. To satisfy this
requirement, a one-action process is used for the HanGrawler
lock-and-release hanging-mechanism state switching. Details of
the design are presented in Section III-B. Further, if an actuator
for lock and release is mounted on each hanging mechanism,
a large number of actuators are necessary. Therefore, lock and
release should be performed by a small number of actuators
mounted on the robot body or by passive guide structures.

Solving Problems 1, 2, and 3 allows the ceiling mobile robot to
attach to the ceiling via the hanging mechanisms, and to achieve
linear movement via the crawler mechanism.

E. Problem 4: Change of Travel Direction for 2-D Movement

To realize 2-D movement for the ceiling mobile robot, travel
direction change by the linear mobile robot is necessary. Thus,
part of the crawler mechanism must be able to skid across the
ceiling plate. However, this is prevented by the hanging mech-
anism being mechanically constrained to the ceiling holes (see
Fig. 6). Therefore, a direction-change mechanism for the linear
mobile robot is necessary. Considering the robot deployment and
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Fig. 7. Direction-change mechanism candidates. Ntotal is the total number of actuators in the expected transport system, k is the number of actuators in one
linear mobile robot, N is the number of robots, and M is the number of positions for direction changing.

the direction-change mechanism at the actual production site,
the number of actuators used in the expected transport system
should be small to reduce the required amount of maintenance
steps. In addition, transport route variation every few years can
be expected.

In total six direction-change methods are compared here (see
Fig. 7), being evaluated based on the number of actuators and
ease of transport route adjustment. There are the following two
methods of 2-D movement:

A) orthogonal linear movement;
B) linear and rotational movement.
There are the following three actuator mounting methods:
1) actuators are mounted on robots;
2) actuators are installed on ceiling;
3) actuators are mounted on robots and supporting mecha-

nisms are installed on ceiling.
Thus, there are 2× 3 = 6 possible combinations for the

direction-change mechanism. Hereafter, Ntotal is the total num-
ber of actuators in the expected transport system, k is the number
of actuators in one linear mobile robot, N is the number of
robots, and M is the number of positions for direction change
and is considered only in method 2), where the actuators are
installed on the ceiling.

A.1) The three-in-one method realizes 2-D motion with a
combination of three linear mobile robots and switching
between hooking robots in the X- and Y- directions.
Ntotal = (3 k + 1)N , because one actuator is needed
for switching.

B.1) The circular-guided actuator method involves a circular-
guided actuator with hanging mechanisms for ceiling-
plate locking. Rotation occurs through switching be-
tween the circular-guided actuator and a linear mo-
bile robot. One, two, and one actuators are needed
for the circular-guided actuator, its locking, and
switching, respectively; thus,Ntotal = (k + 1 + 2 + 1)
N = (k + 4)N .

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF ACTUATOR NUMBERS AND TWO CORE SPECIFICATIONS OF

DIRECTION-CHANGE MECHANISM CANDIDATES

A.2) The linear-table actuator method involves a linear-table
actuator on a ceiling plate. The actuator slides the robot
to other ceiling plates. Ntotal = kN + 1.

B.2) The turntable actuator method involves a turntable on
a ceiling plate. A ceiling-installed actuator rotates the
turntable and robot. Ntotal = kN +M .

A.3) The linear-table guide method features a linear-table
guide on a ceiling plate. A robot-mounted actuator slides
the robot to other ceiling plates. Ntotal = (k + 1)N .

B.3) The turntable guide method involves a turntable on
a ceiling plate. A robot-mounted actuator rotates the
turntable and robot. Ntotal = (k + 1)N .

Table I comparesNtotal for the above-mentioned six methods.
Assuming that a linear mobile robot needs one actuator for a
linear movement to drive a crawler mechanism and two actuators
for hanging-mechanism locking and release, as described in
Section II-D, k = 3 was adopted in this study. Methods A.1)
and B.1) need many robot-mounted actuators and there are
relatively many actuators in the system. Methods A.2) and
A.3) may involve long wait times. The actuator number is
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Fig. 8. Ceiling-hole edge trajectories from hanging-mechanism perspective.

expected to be acceptable for both B.2) and B.3). However,
electric equipment adjustment with transport route variation is
necessary for B.2); thus, the “easy transport route adjustment”
requirement is not satisfied. Hence, B.3) was adopted in this
study, having an acceptable actuator number and satisfying the
two core specifications.

III. CEILING MOBILE ROBOT DESIGN

A. Design of Hanging-Mechanism Trajectory
With Ceiling-Hole Insertion

HanGrawler is an innovative ceiling mobile robot combining
hanging and crawler mechanisms. Therefore, a new design
method for the hanging-mechanism trajectory was developed.
When the crawler mechanism inserts the hanging mechanism
into a ceiling hole, adjustment of the hanging-mechanism po-
sition and posture relative to the ceiling hole is necessary to
prevent ceiling-hole interference.

When the hanging mechanism has locked onto the ceiling
hole, a relative position is established between both, into which
the crawler mechanism is inserted. Therefore, registration of the
hanging mechanism to the ceiling hole is unnecessary. Thus, we
considered adjusting the hanging-mechanism posture.

To prevent interference between the hanging mechanism
and ceiling hole, the trajectory of the ceiling-hole edge from
the hanging-mechanism perspective (see Fig. 8) is significant.
(x, y) are the coordinates of the ceiling-hole edge trajectory.
The crawler and hanging mechanisms move along a crawler
guide with the radius R. Hereafter, the hanging-mechanism part
protruding toward the ceiling upper side is called the “ceiling
locking part.” During ceiling-hole insertion, the edge trajectory
is determined by the ceiling-hole size and the trajectory of the
ceiling locking part. We set the ceiling-hole width d = 30 mm
with reference to HangBot [27]. The distance between the
crawler center line and ceiling locking part h = 20 mm, based
on d.

First, we considered a circular guide having the simplest
trajectory. We derived the ceiling-hole edge trajectory from the
hanging-mechanism perspective during insertion for circular
guides with radius R = 50, 100, and 200 mm (see Fig. 9). The
maximumR (200 mm) is defined by considering the height of the
robot body. We considered the trajectory of the ceiling-hole edge
points Prear and Pfront relative to the coordinate system (x′, y′)
with the origin at the guide center, when the hanging-mechanism
angle was 0 ≤ φ ≤ π/2.

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of Fig. 8.

Fig. 10. Ceiling-hole edge trajectories for circular arc-shaped guide.

The designed robot moves on the ceiling while inserting the
hanging mechanism and moving the crawler mechanism. There-
fore, the hanging-mechanism movement distance larc is equal to
that from the ceiling hole l. The coordinates ofPrear(x

′
rear, y

′
rear)

and Pfront are defined as{
x′
rear = −R− h

y′rear(φ) = R(π2 − φ)− d
2 , 0 ≤ φ ≤ π

2

(1)

{
x′
front = −R− h

y′front(φ) = R(π2 − φ) + d
2 , 0 ≤ φ ≤ π

2

(2)

respectively. In these equations, the position of the hanging
mechanism having moved fromφ = 0 toπ/2 is set to be the cen-
ter of the ceiling hole, so thaty′rear(π/2) = −d/2,y′front(π/2) =
d/2. The coordinate system of the hanging-mechanism center
{x, y} is established by rotating and translating the coordinate
system of the guide center {x,′ y′}. Therefore, using the rotation
matrix

Θ(α) =

(
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα

)
(3)

the coordinates of Prear and Pfront are(
xi(φ)
yi(φ)

)
= Θ(φ)

(
x′
i

y′i(φ)

)
+

(
0

−R− h

)
, (i = rear, front).

(4)
Fig. 10 shows the trajectory of the ceiling-hole edge for guides

with R = 50, 100, and 200 mm derived from (4). As the robot
moves similarly forward and backward, this trajectory exists
symmetrical to the y-axis. The available regions for the ceiling
locking part are colored in gray in the figure. The areas of
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Fig. 11. Overview of straight-line and circular-arc-shaped guide.

Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of Fig. 11.

each region are approximately 180, 240, and 330 mm2 when
R = 50, 100, and 200, respectively. WhenR increases, the area
increases, and it is easier to design the ceiling locking part. How-
ever, as a locking and release mechanism is built into the hanging
mechanism, this region seems to constitute a large restriction on
the hanging-mechanism design, because it is difficult for such
triangles to contain a mechanism.

Thus, we aimed to secure a substantially large region for the
hanging mechanism using a guide shape combining a straight
line and a circular arc (see Fig. 11). In this approach, the hanging
mechanism is inserted into the ceiling hole along with the upper
circular arc part of the guide after passing the straight line part.
The hanging-mechanism trajectory is designed to adjust the
angle of the straight line θ. The available region for the ceiling
locking part can be expanded by reducing the radius of the upper
circular arc of the guide R′, as shown in Fig. 10. Based on h, R′

was set to 30 mm, and the height of the straight line S2 was set
to 15 mm.

We considered the trajectory of Prear and Pfront from
the guide-center coordinate system {x′, y′} perspective (see
Fig. 12). The hanging mechanism moves along lline and then,
larc. Therefore, the movement distance lline + larc is equal to the
distance from the ceiling hole l. The straight line angle is θ, so
that the angle of larc is also θ and larc = R′θ. When the hanging
mechanism moves linearly, the coordinates of Prear are

{
x′
rear = −R′ − h

y′rear(lline) = R′θ + lline − d
2 , 0 ≤ lline ≤ S2

sin θ

(5)

Fig. 13. Ceiling-hole edge trajectories for guide with straight line and circular
arc shape.

where lline is the distance to the circular arc part. The coordinates
of Pfront are{

x′
front = −R′ − h

y′front(lline) = R′θ + lline +
d
2 , 0 ≤ lline ≤ S2

sin θ

. (6)

Through a similar transformation as that for (4), the coordinates
of Prear and Pfront become(

xi(φ)
yi(φ)

)
= Θ

(π
2
− θ

)(
x′
i

y′i(lline)

)
+

( −lline
−R− h

)
,

(i = rear, front). (7)

When the hanging mechanism is moving according to the
circular arc, the remaining length l isR′(θ − φ). The coordinates
of Prear and Pfront are{

x′
rear = −R′ − h

y′rear(φ) = R′(θ − φ)− d
2 , 0 ≤ φ ≤ θ

(8)

{
x′
front = −R′ − h

y′front(φ) = R′(θ − φ) + d
2 , 0 ≤ φ ≤ θ

(9)

respectively. Through transformation, the coordinates of Prear

and Pfront become(
xi(φ)
yi(φ)

)
= Θ

(π
2
− θ + φ

)(
x′
i

y′i(φ)

)
+

(
0

−R− h

)
,

(i = rear, front). (10)

Fig. 13 shows the ceiling-hole edge trajectories for guides
with θ = 5◦, 10◦, and 20◦ derived from (7) and (10). For the
case where the length of the part above the ceiling in the y-axis
directionS, i.e., the hanging-mechanism hanging stroke, is set to
15 mm, the available region for the ceiling locking part is colored
in gray (see Fig. 13). The areas of each region are approximately
390, 330, and 230 mm2 in θ = 5, 10, and 20, respectively. For
θ = 5 and 10, the available regions are larger than the circular
arc guide. For S = 15 mm, when S2 is less than 15 mm, the
hanging mechanism interferes with the ceiling at the circular
arc before the straight line. Hence, we set S2 = 15 mm and the
full length of guide L became approximately 300 and 200 mm
in θ = 5◦ and 10◦, respectively. Considering the AGV size [34]
to determine the target performance, we set the ceiling mobile
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Fig. 14. Conceptual sketches of lock mechanisms.

robot size to 1 m or less and L to 250 mm or less. Therefore,
we adopted a guide combining a circular arc and a straight line
with θ = 10◦. Further, R was set according to the full length
of the robot because R does not affect the size of the available
region. For S = 15 mm, the available region is −10 ≤ x ≤ 10,
as shown in Fig. 13. A minimum clearance gap C of 5 mm is
required in front of and behind the hanging mechanism because
the ceiling-hole width is −15 ≤ x ≤ 15.

B. Hanging-Mechanism Design

There are five hanging-mechanism requirement specifications
as follows:

i) support of 50 kg without unintentional release under
loading;

ii) single-action switching between lock and release states
(insertion or extraction, Section II-C);

iii) maximum S = 15 mm and minimum C = 5 mm (see
Section III-A);

iv) ease of incorporation with the crawler mechanism;
v) insertion and locking capability for ceiling hole with shape

isotropic to the two orthogonal directions (because the
robot moves in the two orthogonal directions).

Further, a significant constraint condition for industrial appli-
cation is minimization of the actuator number.

Hence, we designed three locking mechanisms: A) cam;
B) plunger; and C) twist lock (see Fig. 14). To reduce the
motions of each mechanism, we also designed four switching
mechanisms:α) push–pull; β) push lock; γ) knock; and δ) guide
(see Fig. 15). Here,α) achieves switching of the lock and release
states when a rod is pulled up and down. Further, β) can lock via
insertion and release achieved by pulling a switching rod, like
the push–pull mechanism. The γ) mechanism switches states
only through pushing, like the action of a ballpoint pen. The
pushing motion switches between the Step 2) upper and Step 4)
lower positions. Finally, the δ) mechanism achieves switching
of two rotational states through sliding and pushing of a guide
and cam, respectively. We designed a ceiling hole for insertion
and restraint of each locking mechanism, with an isotopic shape

Fig. 15. Conceptual sketches of state transition mechanisms.

Fig. 16. Overview of hanging mechanism.

for the traveling direction and the minimum width. We then
compared five design proposals, excluding combinations that
could not be realized or that were obviously inferior to other
combinations (see Table II). The A) + β) combination exhibited
the required S and C, with only one action at insertion and
extraction. Locking and release could be performed with the
same actuator. Therefore, we adopted the cam + push lock
method as the hanging mechanism.

Hence, we designed the hanging mechanism shown in Fig. 16;
the push stroke was 10 mm and C was 5.9 mm. The ceiling-
hole width was set to 30 mm and the hole was square with four
sides inflated, as shown in the top view of Fig. 16. This design
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF HANGING-MECHANISM CANDIDATES

Fig. 17. Hanging-mechanism movement.

targeted a centering function that reduces hanging-mechanism
displacement.

Fig. 17 shows the behavior of the hanging mechanism during
locking and release. During locking, the hanging mechanism
is pushed upward and the locking part touches the ceiling hole.
The locking part is inserted while closing by receiving force from
the ceiling hole. When it is inserted with a pushing stroke, the
locking part opens via a torsion spring and locks into the ceiling
hole. During release, the locking part closes by pulling the
release rod of the hanging mechanism. Further pulling extracts it
from the ceiling hole. Thus, the locking and release operations
are conducted via push and pull motions during insertion and
release, respectively.

A stress analysis using the finite-element method (FEM) was
performed to evaluate the strength of the hanging mechanism
during locking. The applied load was ω = 100 kg, and the load
P = ω/2 sin 40◦ was applied to a single ceiling locking part. The
base plate is made of 2.3-mm cold-rolled steel sheet with a yield
stress of 160 MPa. In the FEM stress analysis, the load P pushes
the two holes of the plate and both the side surfaces of the plate
constrain it, as shown in Fig. 18. Fig. 19 shows the stress analysis
result. The maximum value of the von Mises stress 118 MPa (in a
circle) is less than the yield stress of 160 MPa. This indicates that
the base plate satisfies the strength requirement. Consequently,
the hanging mechanism can support a large payload of more
than 100 kg. This means that a single locked hanging mechanism

Fig. 18. Stress analysis model of hanging mechanism during locking.

Fig. 19. Results obtained for (a) von Mises stress and (b) displacement.

provides enough adhesion force to keep the robot hanging from
the ceiling and preventing it from falling.

Hence, the hanging mechanism can lock onto the ceiling hole
by simply pushing into the hole along the guide described in
Section III-A. For extraction from the ceiling hole, a mechanism
for pulling the releasing rod is required. When this mechanism
is designed with a guide, etc., and without actuators, the guide
shape must transform according to the traveling direction, which
complicates the mechanism. Therefore, in the proposed design,
an actuator is used for the pulling mechanism and switching is
performed according to the traveling direction. Fig. 20 shows the
push–pull mechanism, which employs a compact linear actuator
(Oriental Motor Co., “DRL28G-03A1PN-KD”). By also using
the latter as a pushing mechanism during hanging-mechanism
insertion, insertion corresponding to the deflection of the ceiling
surface and robot body is possible.
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Fig. 20. Overview of push–pull mechanism.

Fig. 21. Overview of linear mobile robot.

C. Integration Into Linear Mobile Robot

Fig. 21 shows the designed linear mobile robot integrating
the abovementioned mechanisms. Sprockets engage with the
crawler link axles and rotate the crawler, which is driven by a
stepper motor. In accordance with the approach suggested in
Section II-B, the transport load is supported only by hanging
mechanisms in contact with the support frame fixed to the
main frame. Therefore, the load is not applied to the hanging
mechanism operated by the push–pull mechanism. The hanging-
mechanism positions on the crawler mechanism are recognized
by the photointerrupter, and the position data are used for timing
calculation of the push–pull mechanism. The necessary time for
pulling motion is approximately 0.4 s, and this time has positive
and negative margin times because the push–pull mechanism
can either push or pull the hanging mechanism with a margin of
20 mm in the front to rear direction. Hence, the linear mobile
robot can push and pull the hanging mechanisms without decel-
eration of its linear movement. During insertion, the robot can
realize the hanging-mechanism insertion flow shown in Fig. 22
at a constant speed. When the hanging mechanism moves along
the guide, photointerrupters recognize the positions, and the
push–pull mechanism pushes at the times calculated from the
recognized positions.

Fig. 22. Hanging-mechanism insertion process flow.

D. Turning Mechanism Design

There are two requirements for the turning mechanism at the
turntable guide proposed in Section II-E: 1) a turntable lock–
unlock function and 2) a turning angle correction function after
the turning motion. In addition, each function should be realized
without actuators on the ceiling.

For the robot to enter the accurately positioned turntable,
two functions are necessary—rotation locking when the robot is
absent and unlocking at initiation of the robot turning motion.
We propose a locking mechanism using permanent magnets and
pins. Fig. 23 shows the turning process flow. The locking and
unlocking functions are shown at the bottom of the figure.

Step 1) The robot enters the turntable, at which time a lock
claw locks the turntable.

Step 2) The robot stops at the center of turntable after entry.
Step 3) When the robot rotates a rotating arm with an actuator

to the prescribed position, attracted metal attached to
the rotating-arm tip attaches to a permanent magnet
on the ceiling. The attracted metal simultaneously
raises an unlock pin attached to the lock claw and
unlocks the turntable.

Step 4) The robot rotates the rotating arm and body together
with the turntable. If the magnet adsorption force is
designed to be sufficiently larger than the rotational
frictional force of the turntable, the rotating arm can
rotate the robot without detaching from the magnet.

Step 5) When the robot exits from the turntable, the rotating
arm separates from the permanent magnet and the
lock claw falls to lock the turntable again.

Thus, the lock–unlock and turning functions are realized by
the single actuator of the rotating arm. Fig. 24 shows the designed
turntable and lock mechanism and Fig. 25 shows HanGrawler
integrated with the rotating arm and linear mobile robot. The
dimensions of the HanGrawler are 732 mm wide, 713 mm deep,
and 535 mm high. The weight of the device is 18 kg, and
there are four actuators in the device. A servomotor (Futaba
Co., RS405CB) is used for the rotating arm. As discussed in
Section II-E, the actuator is mounted on the robot side only.
Considering servomotor backlash and rotating-arm deflection,
a mechanism for correcting the turntable angle after turning is
installed on the table (see Fig. 24). The mechanism has an index
plate and a plunger. The plunger has a roller which is pushed
by an internal spring. By pressing the plunger into the valley of
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Fig. 23. Conceptual diagram of turning process and lock–unlock process flow.

Fig. 24. Overview of turntable mechanism.

Fig. 25. Overview of HanGrawler.

Fig. 26. Functional block diagram of electrical system.

Fig. 27. Snapshot of hanging mechanism inserted into ceiling hole.

Fig. 28. Overview of experimental device.

Fig. 29. Measured data example (load: 60 kg).
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Fig. 30. Sequential snapshots of linear mobile robot locomotion.

Fig. 31. Average movement speed of each load.

Fig. 32. Comparison of front linear actuator position for 10- and 40-kg loads.

the index plate, it is possible to correct and hold the turntable
turning angle without any sensors. There is also a function to
hold the table angle when the robot exits the turntable, which
is in the unlocked state. Hence, a turning operation with high
angular reproducibility is realized.

E. Electrical System

Fig. 26 shows a functional block diagram of the HanGrawler
electrical system. Actuator control and hanging-mechanism
position recognition are performed by an 8-b microcontroller
(Atmel Co., ATmega2560).

IV. MOVEMENT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

A. Hanging Experiment

We verified the stability of the hanging ability on the perfo-
rated metal ceiling plate. Fig. 27 shows the hanging mechanism
of the HanGrawler. When this mechanism is locked and a load
is applied, the entire mechanism is intended to be located at

Fig. 33. Overview of experimental device for turning experiment.

Fig. 34. Measured data example (load: 50, 60 kg) for comparison of angular
velocity.

the center of the hole and to be solidly anchored to the ceiling
hole. A regularly locked hanging mechanism has sufficient load
durability, and the influence of any external interference is quite
low.

B. Linear Movement Performance Evaluation Experiment

We evaluated the performance of the linear mobile robot and
verified that ceiling movement is possible in combination with
mechanical hanging and the crawler mechanism, and that the
target load of 50 kg and 0.1-m/s carrying speed are achievable.
Fig. 28 shows the experiment device. The experiment settings
were as follows: Load: 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 kg (three times
each) and movement distance: More than 400 mm in the hori-
zontal direction. To measure the movement distance, a wire-type
linear scale (Microtech Laboratory Inc., MLS-30-4500-1000)
was used. To measure the linear-actuator pushing position, the
microcontroller command value history was used.
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Fig. 35. Sequential snapshots of HanGrawler turning.

Figs. 29 and 30 show sample data acquired in this experi-
ment and the snapshots of the linear mobile robot movement,
respectively. The robot movement was close to uniform speed;
thus, continuous movement was achieved. Fig. 31 shows the
relationship between the load and average movement speed. The
load influence was small and the robot could move at a constant
speed of 0.1 m/s, regardless of the load. Thus, we achieved
continuous movement on the ceiling and both the target load
and loaded speed of 50 kg and 0.1 m/s for the developed robot.

The push timing of the hanging mechanism was confirmed
to deviate with increased supporting load. Fig. 32 compares the
linear actuator positions during the push operation when the
supporting loads were 10 and 40 kg. Ceiling movement was
possible by adjusting the push timing between loads of 0, 10,
and 20 kg and loads of 30, 40, 50, and 60 kg. As shown in Fig. 32,
the push timing was shifted by 0.18 s. We believe the timing shift
is needed because of ceiling deflection due to the increase in the
required push distance according to the load.

C. Turning Experiment

With regard to HanGrawler and the turntable, we verified the
feasibility of the turning motion, lock mechanism, and angle-
correction mechanism. Fig. 33 shows the experiment device.
HanGrawler moved as shown by the arrow, traveling straight,
turning 90◦ to the right, and then, proceeding straight. The
experiment settings were as follows: Load: 0, 10, 20, 30, 40,
50, 60 kg (three times each) and turning angle: 90◦ (right).
Motion capture (NaturalPoint Inc., Prime17 W) was used for
measurement.

Figs. 34 and 35 show an example of the acquired data
and the turning movement, respectively. The time period for
HanGrawler entry to the turntable was up to 35 s, with body turn-
ing proceeding until 60 s. Then, HanGrawler left the turntable.
Thus, HanGrawler turned 90◦ using the turning mechanism
at a constant angular velocity of 11◦/s with a load of 50 kg.
Even for a 60-kg load, turning was achieved with an angular
velocity reduction to 8.5◦/s. We believe that the moment of
inertia increased with the loading; then, the servomotor torque
was insufficient.

Through these experiments, HanGrawler demonstrates high
stability and does not fall away from the ceiling. When the push
timing is inadequate and the hanging mechanism is jammed
against the ceiling holes, HanGrawler stops moving. Even in
this case, HanGrawler continues to hang from the ceiling; thus,
it is evident that HanGrawler has a high level of stability.

V. CONCLUSION

To realize a ceiling mobile transport device with easy route
adjustment, we developed a mechanical hanging mechanism
for ceiling-plate attachment and a crawler mechanism for con-
tinuous movement. As the mechanical hanging and crawler
mechanisms have not been implemented previously, we clarified
the problem and proposed solutions by designing devices based
on these solutions. In this article, we proposed a design method
to draw the ceiling-hole trajectory with respect to the hanging
mechanism and showed that a guide shape combining a straight
line and an arc is important for a realistic solution. In the experi-
ment, we succeeded with a transportation load of 60 kg and speed
of 0.1 m/s regardless of load, and demonstrated the feasibility
of the proposed method. This clarified the design solution for
the ceiling mobile robot combining the mechanical hanging
and crawler mechanisms. The crawler-and-hanging mechanism
realized high-speed continuous movement with a heavy load,
which has been impossible with ceiling mobile robots designed
to date.

By arranging a support frame between the ceiling and hanging
mechanism, the load on the hanging mechanism could be elimi-
nated during locking and release. Further, a small power actuator
could be used as the lock and release actuator, separately from
those of previous works. In addition, by limiting the number of
locking and release actions to only one, the time required for
the actions was shortened and 0.1-m/s ceiling movement was
realized. The proposed turning mechanism allowed 2-D motion
of the linear mobile robot. For the combination of the turntable
and robot-driven mechanism, mounting the actuator on the robot
only successfully suppressed the number of actuators in the robot
group and along the entire ceiling at the production site. This
approach should also facilitate ceiling recombination during line
changing. In the future, it will be necessary to develop an optimal
route design method for production sites using this system and
to further accelerate the movement mechanism under the same
loading conditions.
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